
program
Dive deeper into your Ripple Level when you join the Immerse Program.

Immerse is for dedicated dancers ages 7-18 who desire a deeper

experience and are passionate about attaining a higher level of ability that

focuses on purity of technique and quality of performance. Immerse

consists of two options: The Ballet Branch and the Broadway Branch.

Immerse students take a minimum of three 60-minute classes weekly,

carefully curated to provide a deep and lasting impact on the dancer's

ability while remaining flexible based on the student's individual interests.

Ballet Branch students are assigned to two ballet classes, while Broadway

Branch students are assigned to a jazz and musical theater class. Each

student then chooses an elective. Classes are conveniently scheduled in

blocks that are easy on the family calendar.

I MM E R S E  P R O G R AM

BALLET & BROADWAY BRANCH 

 FOR AGES 7-18

progression
Students ages 7+ are eligible to join the Immerse Program. Immerse

students can expect accelerated advancement due to focused training in

complementary styles and the increased muscle memory that is gained

from practicing correct technique in class multiple times per week.

parental involvement
Parents are invited into the classroom at set times during the year to

observe your child's progress. You are encouraged to watch class on the

monitors occasionally and engage your child in conversation about what

they are working on. Each week The Navigator email communicates a few

details of the overall monthly objectives and movement concepts being

presented; this is a great tool for discussion starters. Important dates,

events, and other pertinent information are also highlighted in The

Navigator. Please read it faithfully. Teachers make a point to connect with

parents, though this can be tricky with back to back teaching schedules. If

you would like to chat with an instructor or the CEO, please consult our

Welcome Concierge and she will be happy to set up a meeting for you. 

performance
Each May students perform in an enchanting stage production. Students

enrolled as of 12/31 will perform the following May.  Immerse students are

almost guaranteed to perform in multiple shows on the same weekend.

Class attendance is vital to a successful show students can be proud of. 

 Students must attend all rehearsals in order to perform. Parents are not

permitted backstage, and all audience members over the age of two must

purchase a ticket. A fabulous costume  for each class is included in your

class fees, plus a video file of the show!  


